G-Smart Digitizing Table
- tracking technology: inductive
- resolution: 1000 pixel / inch
- Active area 90 x 120 cm
- Tracking pointer 16 buttons,
- Fast Access zone,
- Vocal confirmation System: Romanian and English

Gemini FlexPen 160
- plotting technology: pen
- resolution 1016 pixels / inch
- total width 1650 mm
- active plotting width 1600 mm
- automatic paper feed with optical sensor
- automatic rolls the outputed paper
- max. pen speed 800 mm/sec
- supported language HPGL, RS274, ISO-CUT
- plotting software included

Gemini FlexPen 120
- plotting technology: pen
- resolution 1016 pixels / inch
- total width 1270 mm
- active plotting width 1200 mm
- automatic paper feed with optical sensor
- automatic rolls the outputed paper
- max. pen speed 600 mm/sec
- supported language HPGL, RS274, ISO-CUT
- plotting software included